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Necrotizing Enterocolitis: Finding Infants at Highest Risk
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Despite decades of research, necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC)
remains one of the conditions within our neonatal intensive care
units with the highest mortality. Experience has garnered the
common realization that preterm infants and those requiring
surgical therapy will fare the worst. However, clear clinical
predictors to identify positively which infants will progress with the
disease remain elusive.

In this edition of The Journal of Perinatology, Moss and other
investigators from six children’s hospital across the United States
present their data from their prospective, observational study.
Although a negative study in which no new model could be
developed to predict NEC, the analysis is an important contribution
to further expand our knowledge of the risk factors for NEC
progression. Dr Moss and colleagues characterized 455 infants with
NEC into ‘nonprogressors’ who reached full feeding without
surgical therapy or ‘progressors’ who either required surgical
therapy or died from disease. Dedicated research nurses from the
network collected data from a wide array of maternal, antenatal,
intrapartum and newborn histories. Extensive daily feeding data
including the mode and specific type of formula and/or total
parenteral nutrition combination were also collected. Infants were
followed during their inpatient hospitalization and extensive
clinical data were collected relating to medications, radiology
findings, ventilatory requirements, fluid and blood culture status. If
infants received surgical therapy, surgical findings and
postoperative data were also included in the analysis. The authors
identified independent risk factors for progression of disease, with a
particular focus on clinical information available at the time of
diagnosis. Univariate analysis revealed NEC and progression to be
associated with factors such as early gestational age, decreased
birthweight, maternal age, intubation, compressions and portal
venous gas, among others. Multivariate analysis identified 12 risk
factors with 3 not previously described: teenaged mother, never
have received enteral feeds before diagnosis and receipt of cardiac
compressions/resuscitative drugs at delivery. Previously described
risk factors were confirmed including factors such as Gram-
negative bacteremia, portal venous gas, pneumatosis, metabolic
acidosis at diagnosis, bandemia and low birth weight.

One of the most interesting findings of this paper is the
progression of NEC in infants who had never received enteral feeds.
One plausible explanation for this finding might be that infants
with NEC were being diagnosed early in life and thus may have

had less of an opportunity to start enteral feeds. However, to further
validate the finding, the authors confirmed that the association of
NEC progression with feeding was still maintained even when they
controlled for age at diagnosis.

The authors also tried to develop a predictive model based on
clinical factors at the time of diagnosis but the model performed
poorly in discriminating which infants with NEC progressed
(R2 ¼ 0.46). Again, although unsuccessful in terms of
development of a novel model to predict NEC progression, I believe
the paper overall also reminds us to highlight several broad
important points:

First, the study of neonatal conditions such as NEC is inherently
challenging in that no single institution or practice has access to a
large numbers of patients. On the other hand, the laws of statistics
dictate that large patient numbers are prerequisite for valid and
meaningful study. Thus, it is not surprising that some the of the
best data to date elucidating the risk factors for NEC have been
produced by large neonatal networks.1–6 These must be supported
and will be vital as we move forward.

Second, to date we have not identified clear clinical predictors
for infants with progressive NEC. The work under discussion that
also could not develop a successful predictive model is the
culmination of a tremendous effort of investigators and financial
resources across multiple children’s hospitals in the United States
and is clearly one of the best efforts to date. Prospective studies7–14

including the one in this edition along with retrospective
studies15,16 have failed to identify clinical factors that might allow
us to identify narrowly infants at highest risk. Thus, it is clear that
future efforts by these same networks must focus on genetic,
proteomic and/or microbiologic investigations. These investigations
taken together with clinical factors will be more likely to help
delineate which infants are at the highest risk for NEC progression.

Finally, an appeal for improved analyses of surgical decision-
making. Surgical therapy seems to be one of the final crashing
points for this disease. A chain of events contributes to this final
derailment that likely begins long before the surgeon arrives, a fact
increasingly clear in that the specific type of operation for the
disease does not seem to be centrally important.17,18 Nonetheless, I
believe there is still more to be learned about surgical therapy such
as factors relating to timing, role for abdominal decompression and
so on. The decision whether to go ahead or hold off on surgical
therapy is challenging enough to face at the moment it needs to be
made. However, analyzing surgical decision-making after the fact
is nearly impossible without comprehensive data. One of the
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impressive aspects of Dr Moss’ network is the prospective gathering
of data relating to surgical therapy and intraoperative findings, a
practice that must be broadened to analyze an even wider array of
factors relating to surgical decision-making and should be
continued in future work.
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